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excellence in technology leadership. Winners in the Super Global, Global, Large Enterprise, Corporate, & Healthcare 
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“The best way to sharpen 
your leadership acumen is by 
collaborating with other leaders 
facing similar challenges.” 
- Ann Dozier 
2022 Chair, MiamiCIO Page 23A

LEADERSHIP AWARD
“We were convinced we weren’t capable, and then 
March 2020 happened and we did it anyway. IT 
was surprised at how well they pulled this off, and it 
showed the C-suite how valuable IT had become.” 
-Chris Drumgoole, Executive Vice President and 
Chief Operating Officer, DXC Technology Page 25A
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#1 Cybersecurity Company 
in the World
Leading Every Evolution of Cybersecurity

⃝✓  Most Deployed    ⃝✓  Most Validated

 ⃝✓  Most Patented     ⃝✓  Broadest Portfolio

www.fortinet.com

Congratulations to the 2022
Miami CIO of the Year 
Award Winners and Nominees

Technology is at the center of modern busi-
ness transformation and leadership is the 
X-factor between surviving and thriving in 
today’s digital economy.

 MiamiCIO brings together leading CIOs 
of South Florida’s largest organizations to 
help CIOs maximize their leadership effec-
tiveness, create value, reduce risk and share 
success.  Through member-led, non-com-
mercial programs, CIOs build meaningful 
professional relationships with colleagues 
facing similar challenges, solving problems 
and avoiding pitfalls.

 MiamiCIO members collaborate locally 
and nationally with CIOs across industries 
because, successful CIOs understand the 
‘superpower’ of trusted relationships. In any 
gathering of CIOs, the answer is in the room.  
The challenge one CIO is facing has likely 
been solved by another CIO.   

There is no textbook for how to be a 
great CIO.  The best way to sharpen your 
leadership acumen is by collaborating with 
other leaders facing similar challenges.  The 

industries and size may be different, but win-
ning approaches to effective leadership are 
transferrable.  Every leader’s perspective is 
valuable and contributes to the conversation 
- and everyone wins when leaders engage, 
share ideas, experiences and best practices. 

 For over twenty years, InspireCIO has 
helped CIOs succeed in today’s most chal-
lenging C-suite executive role.  By joining 
MiamiCIO, technology executives take their 
leadership to the next level through year-
round, member-led programs and interac-
tion.  The power of CIOs working together 
– across public and private business, govern-
ment, education, healthcare and nonprofit 
organizations – creates enormous value for 
everyone.

 Together, we are transforming our econ-
omy using technology and enriching our re-
gion and our world.  On behalf of MiamiCIO, 
congratulations to the nominees and finalists 
on their accomplishments and thank you to 
the sponsors, underwriters, and staff who 
make the ORBIE Awards possible.

TECHNOLOGY LEADERS 
ARE THE X-FACTOR

2022 MIAMICIO CHAIR LETTER 

Ann Dozier
2022 Chair, MiamiCIO
SVP & CIO, Southern Glazer’s Wine & Spirits

Sincerely,

Visit ftei.com

Contact
info@ftei.com

Future Tech is a Proud Sponsor 
of the Miami Orbie Awards.

Congratulations to All of this 
Year’s Deserving Finalists.  

Bob Venero
President & CEO
Future Tech Enterprise, Inc.

CONGRATULATIONS 2022 MIAMICIO ORBIE® NOMINEES
TANYA ACEVEDO
Miami Dade College

PARVEEN AERY
Ocwen Financial Corporation

DEEPAK AGARWAL
School District of 

Palm Beach County

TONY AMBROZIE
Baptist Health South Florida

JASON BALL
Florida Atlantic University

ALEJANDRO BENAVIDES
Axis Capital

ROGER BETANCOURT
Simply Healthcare Plans 

(Anthem)

FARIBA BORJIAN
HCA East Florida Division

MARGARET BRISBANE
Miami-Dade County, FL

JOHN BRUNO
Broward County Government

ARIEL CARRION
City National Bank of Florida

HERNANDO CELADA
ChenMed

CURTIS CHAMBERS
Dycom Industries

CHARLES “CHAD” COUCH
JM Family Enterprises

DREW DORBEN
Miami Heat

ANN DOZIER
Southern Glazer’s Wine & Spirits

DAVID ENRIQUEZ
Miami Marlins

TRICIA FERREIRA
World Fuel Services

EDUARDO FREITAS
Chiquita Holdings Limited

DAN GAINES
Woundtech

ELY GARCIA
Cisneros

MICHAEL GARCIA
Jackson Health System

BILL GEARHART
TBC Corp

BOBBY GEORGE
Carrier Global Corporation

TOM GILLETTE
Mount Sinai Medical Center

JORGE GRAU
SBA Communications

KEVIN GRAYLING
Florida Crystals Corporation

ASHISH GUPTA
NextEra Energy

JOE HABER
Cheney Brothers

PATRICK HALE
VITAS Healthcare

CHRIS HALL
KEMET Corporation

TIM HAWTHORNE
Hertz

DR. FREDERICK HICKS
ELC Miami Dade/Monroe

WILLIAM HUBER
Arthrex

ALBERT ITURREY
MasTec

DIMPLE JETHANI
Norwegian Cruise Line Holdings

JULIO JOGAIB
BankUnited

CHRISTOS KOTSAKIS
AutoNation

TERRY LEEPER
Office Depot

FRANK LIBERIO
Restaurant Brands 
International Inc.

ERIC LOZANO
Bayview Asset Management

SATISH MEHTA
Chewy

SIJU MENON
Flexshopper, Inc.

TOM MORENO
Lennar Financial Services

JAY NOGLE
Greenberg Traurig

MEERAH RAJAVEL
Citrix

RAJEEV RAVINDRAN
Ryder System, Inc.

DR. DAVID REIS
University of Miami 

Health Sytem

JOSEPH J RICH
The Related Group

KIMBERLY ROMETO
Miami Dolphins

JOSE ROSARIO
The GEO Group

KATHY ROSS
Broward Health

STEVEN RUPP
Watsco

MARC SAFFER
Claire’s Stores

MICHAEL SARASTI
City of Miami, FL

JOE SCHULZ
Carrier Global Corporation

JOS SEBASTIAN
Rialto Management Group

DAVID SEO
Nicklaus Children’s Hospital

JOEL STEIGELFEST
Oasis Outsourcing

JEFFREY STURMAN
Memorial Healthcare System

LUIS SUAREZ
H.I.G. Capital Management

GREG SULLIVAN
Carnival Cruise Lines

JENNIFER TORLONE
Willis Lease Finance Corporation

WILLIAM VELEZ
Harvard Maintenance Inc.

VINCENT VISCO
BrandsMart USA

JENNIFER WESSON GREENMAN
Cancer Treatment 

Centers of America

ROCKY WIGGINS
Spirit Airlines

MARK YORBA
Arthex

ENNA ZARATE
DHL Express USA Inc
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When Chris Drumgoole was getting his tech-
nology career going in the late 1990s, one of 
his first jobs was directing electronic brokerage 
operations for a large investment firm. It was 
a period of rapid transition in the industry. 
Online trading was exploding, giving individual 
traders the same access to real-time pricing as 
professional brokers. Suddenly, the time-worn 
practice of calling up your local broker to do a 
stock swap became nothing more than a quaint 
idea.

This was Drumgoole’s earliest look at the 
power of technology to disrupt an entire in-
dustry. The shift caused the biggest brokers to 
move away from thousands of branches and 
toward thousands of servers. 

Drumgoole has witnessed technology’s 
role in business transformation in his previous 
positions at some of the world’s biggest cor-
porations, including when he served as chief 
technology officer and chief information officer 
at General Electric Co. 

Not too long ago, a commercial flight would 
take off with a GE engine and would only use a 
few sensors to collect some data as planes took 
off and landed, which could be fed into a server 
to determine an engine maintenance sched-
ule. By the time Drumgoole left the company 
after a six-year stint, sensors had advanced to 
the point of being able to collect thousands of 
data points per second as the plane was taking 
off, flying and landing. This allowed airlines to 
customize different maintenance profiles for, 
say, a plane that flies across the U.S. in cold air 
compared with one that does short-hop trips in 
the Middle East. The result was more reliable 
maintenance, reduced maintenance costs and 
fewer disruptions to passengers because of 
unexpected problems. 

Today, Drumgoole is executive vice president 
and chief operating officer for DXC Technology, 
a provider of IT services that help businesses 
modernize operations and innovate across their 
entire IT estate. He has primary accountability 
for driving the company’s day-to-day business 
operations while supporting change manage-
ment initiatives that are aligned with the com-
pany’s overall transformation journey.

Drumgoole recently shared some industry 
observations ahead of this year’s Miami CIO of 
the Year ORBIE Awards, which will honor chief 
information officers who have demonstrated 
excellence in technology leadership. Drumgoole 

said. “Entire companies literally shifted to re-
mote work overnight. IT gave them all the tools 
to make it happen and to have resilience and 
security. 

“If we had held an industry meeting among 
IT leaders in December, 2019 and took a poll 
about how much time it would take to move the 
nation’s work infrastructure and childhood edu-
cation to work-from-home, the response would 
have been, ‘Oh, that would take at least five 
years,’” Drumgoole said. “We were convinced we 
weren’t capable, and then March 2020 hap-
pened and we did it anyway. IT was surprised at 
how well they pulled this off, and it showed the 
C-suite how valuable IT had become.”

ONUG and Year UP
Outside of Work, Drumgoole sits on the board 
of directors at ONUG (Open Networking User 
Group), a forum for IT business leaders interest-
ed in open technologies. He also is a volunteer 
with Year Up, which provides mentorship and 
job opportunities to young people in urban 
areas. 

“The goal is to help those who have a more 
difficult time accessing educational opportu-
nities that would lead them to a career in the 
technology field,” Drumgoole said. “It’s harder 
for someone who, say, is economically chal-
lenged, is coming out of the military or has a 
disability. We want to build pathways to open 
the technology industry up to them.”

Laura Newpoff is a freelance writer with The 
Business Journals Content Studio.

is this year’s Leadership recipient.

Tried-and-true concepts
Even though technology has advanced at a 
breakneck pace over the past 20 years, there 
are still tried-and-true concepts that technolo-
gists continue to lean on today. “There should 
be a relentless focus on, ‘What does this actual-
ly do for the customer?’” Drumgoole said. 

He likes to draw an analogy to Lego building 
blocks. While Legos have become more popular 
and released new shapes over the years, a per-

son who interacts with them still has to have a 
fundamental understanding how all the different 
pieces come together. “You can’t lose sight of 
making them work together. That’s the piece 
of being a technologist that hasn’t gone away,” 
Drumgoole said.   

IT post pandemic
If there were organizations that had the IT 
department in a silo before 2020, the pandemic 
has changed that for good. IT leaders now sit 
at the strategy table with other members of the 
C-suite, as their departments serve as the back-
bone of enterprise agility and resilience. 

“The pandemic opened every CEO’s eyes to 
how dependent companies are on technology 
and how much it could save them,” Drumgoole 

ORBIE Leadership recipient 
reflects on 20 years of change 
in technology industry
 By LAURA NEWPOFF, Contributor

The pandemic opened ev-
ery CEO’s eyes to how de-
pendent companies are on 
technology and how much 
it could save them. Entire 
companies literally shifted 
to remote work overnight. 

IT gave them all the tools to 
make it happen and to have 

resilience and security.”

The goal is to help those 
who have a more difficult 

time accessing educational
opportunities that would 

lead them to a career in the 
technology field

Chris 
Drumgoole

Executive Vice President and 
Chief Operating Officer 

DXC Technology

2022 LEADERSHIP AWARD
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SUPER GLOBAL
OVER $9 BILLION ANNUAL REVENUE & MULTI-NATIONAL OPERATIONS

SUCCESS STORY
My greatest accomplishment involves effectively partnering and collaborating with 
individuals at all levels of the organization in various functional domains – driving joint 
business and IT accountability, earning trust through transparent communication, 
taking the time to listen and learn, demonstrating empathy, and going above and be-
yond to exceed expectations. I promote an environment where IT acts as a strategic 
business partner, where efforts are focused and evaluated on business growth and 
value, respectively. Thereby ensuring that technology remains an integral asset in our 
corporate and business-level strategic planning, while strengthening our position in 
the digital economy and enabling a competitive advantage.

Tricia is tasked with positioning the 
company as a digital leader and is 
responsible for driving technol-
ogy strategy, commercialization, 
and delivery for the Aviation & 
Marine segments. Her mission is 
to improve each and every cir-
cumstance, generating value even 
where it seems impossible.

Tricia Ferreira
SVP, Technology Product Management  |  World Fuel Services Corporation

SUCCESS STORY
Our Digital team at Carrier had just 12 months to separate from United Technologies. 
Our mission was to set up a new platforms, services, and processes for us to operate 
independently while building a digital organization to drive innovation for the next 
100 years at Carrier.<br />We jumped at the opportunity to modernize our infrastruc-
ture and set up the services that our parent company had historically provided. We 
established new partners for help desk, network and hosting operations; replaced 
legacy applications with SaaS offerings; moved co-mingled workloads to the cloud; 
and built an entire Cybersecurity team from the ground up.

Joe leads the company’s global 
information technology strategies 
and operations. In this role, he is 
responsible for identifying and 
executing technology strategies 
that make Carrier a more efficient 
enterprise and driving greater lev-
els of customer satisfaction. 

Joe Schulz
VP & CIO  |  Carrier Global Corporation

SUCCESS STORY
Of the many accomplishments in my time as CIO, clearly the greatest is the manner 
in which our global team came together to fight through a complete shutdown of the 
business during the global pandemic, while modernizing multiple, critical components 
and doing all with less than half our normal staffing levels (contractors and employ-
ees). I am extremely proud of our team and how they persevered through the human 
impact of repatriating hundreds of thousands guests and crew as we worked through 
how to survive a global pandemic as individuals, and as a commercial enterprise.

Greg is an IT and Cybersecurity 
Executive with over 35 years of 
commitment to the effective appli-
cation of information technology 
to business. He is highly skilled at 
recognizing and meeting business 
needs and providing innovative 
services and products to accom-
plish organizational goals. 

Greg Sullivan
SVP & CIO  |  Carnival Corporation

SUCCESS STORY
Terry is EVP, CIO/CTO CTO of ODP Corporation, the parent company of Office De-
pot, ODP Business Solutions, Grand & Toy, Veyer, and Varis. Varis launched its new 
SaaS platform integration with Microsoft Dynamics in February. Within 12 months, 
Terry reduced operating costs by tens of millions of dollars through modernization 
and capitalization improvements, and shifted IT from a project organization to a dy-
namic, product-focused one. Terry is active with local communities founding several 
Women in Technology groups and is executive sponsor ODP’s Men of Color group. 
Terry was named in the top 20 most influential people in Austin in 2019.

Terry is responsible for setting the 
technical vision and leading the 
technological advancement, en-
suring that the company aligns its 
product and services platforms and 
architecture with business priori-
ties and growth initiatives. Leeper 
previously held executive positions 
at Amazon and Microsoft. 

Terry Leeper
EVP, CIO & CTO  |  ODP

GLOBAL
OVER $1 BILLION ANNUAL REVENUE & MULTI-NATIONAL OPERATIONS

SUCCESS STORY
During my two years as Citrix’s CIO, I have led a transformation to enable a business-cen-
tric, service-oriented IT organization to drive digital transformation and security priorities 
for the company, while showcasing the ‘Future of Work’ to the industry. I partnered with 
CHRO to establish and implement employee experience strategy with focus on the four 
C’s of a great employee experience: Connectivity, Communication, Collaboration, and Cul-
ture to showcase how we can work from anywhere, on any device, while leveraging Citrix 
technologies. This includes Citrix’s rapid shift to fully remote work, enabling global custom-
er support teams and employees to be up and running seamlessly in just a matter of days.

Meerah leads Citrix’s global IT 
organization and is passionate 
about enhancing customer service 
delivery and championing employ-
ee experience and engagement. 
She brings more than 25 years 
of experience in technology and 
cybersecurity, and currently sits on 
the Board of Directors of JFrog.

Meerah Rajavel
CIO (fmr)  |  Citrix

SUCCESS STORY
I have been working in technology for over 35 years and have enjoyed being a part of 
its evolution. I believe that in order to be a technologist you must have an inquisitive 
mind. We are all constantly learning new technologies and then helping our busi-
ness partners determine how best to use them. At the same time, I have been lucky 
enough to also serve in technology leadership roles. It has been my pleasure to help 
grow and mentor teams during this time. Lastly, I appreciate the opportunity RBI has 
provided me to lead the great team I have today.

Frank is responsible for the tech-
nology to support RBI as well as 
the technology running in the 
restaurants across all four brands. 
His key areas of focus are restau-
rant technology strategy, security, 
and deployment of their technol-
ogy stack in the RBI restaurant 
group globally.

Frank Liberio
CIO  |  Restaurant Brands International

SUCCESS STORY
I am most proud of how we turned Spirit around from being a small company with 
unreliable commercial and operations systems, to being the premier low cost airline in 
North America. We transformed the technology into a reliable, scalable, and industry 
leading technology company.

Rocky has over 40 years of experi-
ence in the travel industry and has 
developed high volume commercial 
websites and transaction systems; 
automating guest support through 
kiosk and voice recognition appli-
cations and infrastructure projects 
which aided operations, revenue, 
planning and HR departments.

Rocky Wiggins
SVP & CIO  |  Spirit Airlines

SUCCESS STORY
My motto of “Being Bold and Dreaming Big” came to fruition when we conceived 
BRAIN, our digital innovation incubator. BRAIN facilitates our U.S. revenue growth 
and only last year yielded the company $1 million in cost avoidance and efficiencies. 
With more than 12 digital products already developed with a Local/Regional and 
Global scope, BRAIN continues to inspire innovation across the organization and 
supports our Digitalization agenda, while also developing our employee’s digital 
dexterity via productivity tools and engagement platforms.

Enna Zarate has more than 20 
years of experience in multination-
al consumer good and internation-
al logistics companies. She drives 
results by successfully implement-
ing IT strategies, projects and 
innovation products designed to 
achieve cross-functional goals and 
improve customer experience.

Enna Zarate
VP & CIO  |  DHL Express USA inc

SUCCESS STORY
During my short time at KEMET, my team has had many accomplishments including: 
eliminating wasteful spending (a reduction of nearly 20%), migrating Global Operations to 
SDWAN, implementing a successful PMO, moving development to Agile Methodology, 
building and working with the business to adopt a user-self-service Business Intelligence 
platform, creating IIOT platform that supports an ongoing culture of continuous improve-
ment with projects bearing material cost savings and improving yields that lead to in-
creased revenue. However, my greatest accomplishment has been re-establishing a trust 
with the business and being seen as a partner to strategic success; not just a cost center.

Chris oversees all aspects of IT 
strategy including infrastructure, 
systems architecture, and develop-
ment. In 2021, he was named Dep-
uty CIO of the YAGEO Group, his 
core mandate is the new combined 
YAGEO Group’s Digital and Techni-
cal strategy and insuring alignment 
with the business objectives.

Chris Hall
VP & CIO  |  KEMET Electronics Corporation

2022  C I O  O F  TH E  Y E A R
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SUCCESS STORY
Accomplishments are driven by having the courage to lead, the willingness to do the 
right thing, the ability to inspire others to engage, and an environment that empow-
ers. At Southern Glazer’s, we consistently challenge ourselves to think beyond the 
here and now as we further digitize all aspects of our business. Our technology team 
wakes up everyday trying to do something better than the day before by offering 
innovative technology strategies, delivering modern technology solutions to solve 
today’s business opportunities, and executing with superior service and operational 
excellence to support the day to day needs of our constantly changing business.

Ann is responsible for the strategy 
and delivery of all technology and 
information security for the com-
pany. She has created a balanced 
focus on operational effectiveness 
and digital strategies while sup-
porting the growth of the company 
through mergers, acquisitions, and 
supplier partnerships. 

Ann Dozier
SVP & CIO  |  Southern Glazer’s Wine & Spirits, Inc.

SUCCESS STORY
It has been an honor and a privilege to to be appointed as the first woman and person 
of color in the role of CIO for Miami Dade County. My career in both the private and 
public sector has been very rewarding and filled with opportunities. In my current 
role, I lead an amazing team that deliver excellent technology services, not only to our 
county departments, but extend that support to the 2.8 million residents of the coun-
ty. Our goal is to build strong partnerships with our academic institutions, creating a 
talent pipeline from academia to career.

Margaret is responsible for lead-
ing a team of IT professionals in 
servicing the technology needs of 
the County. The primary IT pillars 
are Security, Platforms and Appli-
cations along with Administration 
to support all operations. Her team 
provides support to all County 
Departments.

Margaret Brisbane
CIO  |  Miami Dade County

SUCCESS STORY
Rajeev Ravindran ignited a digital transformation at Ryder System, Inc., a $9.7 billion 
transportation and logistics company. With logistics companies competing against 
each other based on technology solutions and against tech start-ups with sights set 
on the nearly $10 trillion global logistics market, Rajeev moved quickly to change the 
mindset and culture around how his IT organization and the business work together 
to drive innovation. He shifted the ownership of some technology services directly 
into the business, with business leaders taking ownership of new technology prod-
ucts. The result: faster time to market, shorter feedback cycles, and greater speed to 
value.

Rajeev is a member of Ryder’s 
Executive Leadership Team and 
is responsible for all aspects of 
Ryder’s IT organization, including 
technology vision and strategy, op-
erations and project management, 
infrastructure and software devel-
opment, resource optimization, and 
systems development lifecycle.

Rajeev Ravindran
EVP & CIO  |  Ryder System, Inc.

SUCCESS STORY
Rebuilding data, business and predictive analytics infrastructure at Florida Atlantic 
University has been my most impactful career accomplishment to date. Due to issues 
with University data, I was asked to take over Institutional Research in 2013. We re-
built this team, establishing a warehouse and analytics team that, through governance, 
created trusted datasets and evolved from producing reports to developing predictive 
analytics that guide strategic decisions and corrective actions, helping make us one of 
the fastest improving universities in the nation. We achieved first place in the Flori-
da State University System Performance Funding Metrics in our second year of this 
effort.

Jason is responsible for the man-
agement of all central IT services 
across the six campuses. Tasks 
include information security, 
network and telecommunications, 
administrative systems support, 
instructional technologies, research 
computing, application devel-
opment and management, and 
end-user support. 

Jason Ball
Associate Provost & CIO  |  Florida Atlantic University
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Now, more than ever, technology is both supporting the business and becoming the business. 
 

At Insight, we define, architect, implement and manage intelligent technology solutions that help businesses run smarter. 

We are the partner who can get you what you need faster. Who can turn your challenges into meaningful outcomes. 
 

Who can secure both today and tomorrow. We are the partner to help manage and transform your business. 

Manage business today. 
 

Transform the future.
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SUCCESS STORY
I feel that my greatest accomplishment is the privilege of now being in a role that 
enables me to give back and inspire future technology leaders with the help from 
other CIOs. We do that by helping current high school students go to college through 
scholarships funded by the “CIO Council of South Florida” I led from 2018-2021 and 
that I belong to. I am extremely thankful that I can leverage my technology back-
ground and leadership experience to inspire others coming from similar backgrounds. 
To be able to contribute to the success of others is my greatest accomplishment.

William leads IT strategy and op-
erations across the company with 
a focus on business digital trans-
formation. He has held leadership 
positions at PwC and Accenture, 
where he directed technology and 
strategic initiatives for Fortune 
500 organizations. 

William Velez
CIO  |  Harvard Maintenance Inc.

SUCCESS STORY
Dr. Frederick L. Hicks, a child advocate, proudly serves behind the scenes as the Sr. 
VP. of Technology and Cybersecurity for the Early Learning Coalition of Miami-Dade 
and Monroe, providing experienced answers for complicated technology difficulties in 
his endeavor to ensure that the poorest children have an opportunity to achieve ac-
ademically. Dr. Hicks is elated knowing that the children he helps to serve are able to 
matriculate into primary school secure in their ability to read a basic book, recognize 
over 100 sight words, and discern common shapes and colors. Further, these children 
can absorb new content for a life-time.

Dr. Hicks has over 30 years of pro-
gressive strategic success serving 
children and families of South Flor-
ida. He is highly successful in build-
ing relationships with upper level 
decisionmakers, seizing control of 
critical problem areas, and deliver-
ing on customer commitments. 

Dr. Frederick Hicks
SVP of Technology & Cyber Security  |  Early Learning Coalition of Miami-Dade/Monroe

SUCCESS STORY
No one succeeds alone. At the direction of Owner Stephen Ross and CEO Tom Gar-
finkel, year 1 of my tenure consisted of Super Bowl LIV preparation and successful 
execution. Year 2 ushered in our Covid-19 response including work from home, virtual 
Draft, GBAC Star certification, and hosting socially distant events all while construct-
ing the new Baptist Health Training Complex. Year 3 focused on the return of the 
Miami Open and infrastructure planning for the Formula 1 Crypto.com Miami Grand 
Prix. I am most proud of the high-performance team I get the privilege of leading.

Kim is responsible for managing 
and directing the technology initia-
tives and strategic direction of in-
formation technology. During her 
first year with the Miami Dolphins, 
she led data center moderniza-
tion and cyber security hardening 
efforts in preparation for hosting 
Super Bowl LIV. 

Kim Rometo
VP & CIO  |  Miami Dolphins

SUCCESS STORY
Conceptualized and developed a SaaS and cloud based integrated Information Exchange 
Framework to maximize Rialto’s people, and information advantage. Rialto is an Investment 
Management and Asset Management firm that specializes in commercial real estate and 
information is a key business differentiator. The Information Exchange Framework allows 
for efficient, accurate, and timely flow of information across the business functions and is 
built on Microsoft Azure Data, and Appian workflow & low code platforms. The exchange 
connects 20+ major platforms, 5+ external data sources, 12+ low code applications, and 
13+ major business workflows and helped scale the business and support the growth.

Jos oversees the IT department and 
is responsible for the architecture, 
development, security and manage-
ment of technology and data plat-
forms. Prior to joining Rialto, he was 
SVP of Technology at Nielsen, where 
he was responsible for strategic 
technology client engagements and 
open data product development. 

Jos Sebastian
CIO  |  Rialto Management Group

SUCCESS STORY
Having started with very humble beginnings, I am extremely fortunate to have had 
great mentors personally and professionally to guide me to help grow in my career. 
My success story would be where I inherited a team of smart people who were 
more of an order taking team to now becoming an enterprise partner. Technology 
now has a seat at the table. This was a cultural shift for the organization and a team 
effort with engagement from all our partners. I am fortunate to be a part of a team 
that understands the value of empathy, active listening and collaboration.

Siju has over 20 years of expe-
rience and with an expertise in 
e-commerce, fintech, retail and 
legal software development. He is 
adept at leading teams to effec-
tively design, develop and imple-
ment technology-based solutions 
and maximizing ROI. 

Siju Menon
CTO  |  FlexShopper Inc
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DellTechnologies.com

Flexible technology  
for a scalable world.

Y O U R 
B U S I N E S S 
N E V E R 
S T O P S .

Dell Technologies is a proud 
sponsor of the 2022 Miami 
CIO of the Year Orbie Awards.
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HEALTHCARE
HOSPITALS & HEALTHCARE ORGANIZATIONS
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SUCCESS STORY
Technology & Digital plays a fundamental role in the growth of Baptist Health and is 
at the forefront of our massive digital transformation journey. The healthcare industry 
as a whole is shifting to adapt to consumer preferences, and my team is making great 
strides through technological advances to improve care delivery and build a seamless 
digital experiences. With products like the PineApp and the Digital Smart Rooms, we 
are the change agents that continue to drive innovation across the organization and 
help us fulfill our mission to providing reliable and easy-to-access high quality health-
care to our patients, clinicians and the community.

Tony is responsible for technologies 
and digital transformation efforts. 
In this role, he has line responsi-
bility for the Technology & Digital 
Division and oversees all technolo-
gy and digital products supporting 
Baptist Health.

Tony Ambrozie
SVP & Chief Digital and Information Officer  |  Baptist Health South Florida

SUCCESS STORY
Pulling together a diverse team of clinical, business, and technology resources to 
advance the way in which we take care of patients and further our mission is what 
drives me. Healthcare is the ultimate people business, and my passion has always 
been about relationships and how we make a difference of those patients we touch. 
It was our IT/Digital Team that was out in front of setting up testing and vaccination 
protocols and processes, sites of delivery, and overall monitoring throughout the 
pandemic. The makeup of our Digital Team is the power behind our driving positive 
patient outcomes.

Jeff has over 25 years of healthcare 
experience, specifically in the plan-
ning, management and facilitation 
of digital transformation, organiza-
tional change, operational impacts, 
and overall governance. He is an ac-
complished, results-driven executive 
with demonstrated success leading 
healthcare digital initiatives.

Jeffrey Sturman
SVP & CDO  |  Memorial Healthcare System

SUCCESS STORY
I introduced a novel way of predicting net revenue in the healthcare industry by 
developing a lagging prediction model and a leading prediction model. I led the effort 
to develop both models by analyzing extensive daily data for the last four years and 
comparing that daily data with future scheduled appointments to project what our 
month-end, year-to-date, and full fiscal year revenue would be. These two economet-
ric models produced highly accurate predictions within two percent of actual perfor-
mance and provided the health system with actionable information that enhanced 
decision making surrounding over $1.2B in new capital construction.

David is a leading health IT ex-
pert in the digitization of health 
care, platform technologies and 
tele-medicine. He is particularly 
focused on the intersection of 
EHRs, true interoperability and the 
consumerization of health care.

Dr. David Reis
VP & CIO  |  University of Miami Health System

SUCCESS STORY
By working alongside physicians and care delivery teams, Curity enabled the idealized 
workflows that have allowed ChenMed to revolutionize healthcare outcomes and 
results through high-touch, VIP primary care. Now, as ChenMed continues to grow 
more than 30% per year, the standardization of high quality outcomes can be retained 
through Curity’s best practice workflows and insights. Curity looks forward to expand-
ing our reach to empower additional healthcare organizations to deliver best-in-class 
care that enables patients to live happier, healthier, longer lives.

Hernando has a track record of 
aligning IT and business strategy 
enabling the organization to scale 
to nearly 100 locations in 12 states. 
In addition to driving value through 
cutting-edge, custom-built tools for 
the best health outcomes, he has 
experience building high-performing 
teams and a strong company culture.

Hernando Celada
CIO  |  ChenMed

SUCCESS STORY
Over the past two years, our team’s resiliency has been tested by the pandemic and 
major organizational changes. Despite these challenges, CTCA’s IT Division has re-
mained steadfastly committed to our mission of serving cancer patients and their loved 
ones through innovative, high-performing technologies. I’m proud to lead an exception-
al team that executes with compassion and collaboration, and their contributions will 
continue to impact cancer care across the country in years to come.

In her role at CTCA, Greenman 
works to implement technology 
advances and enhancements to 
empower its internal and external 
partners with a resilient, responsive 
and high-performing technology 
infrastructure to meet the broad 
needs of the patients and families 
who come to CTCA for their care.

Jennifer Greenman
CIO  |  Cancer Treatment Centers of America
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WHO’S WHO OF MIAMICIO

CHAIR

Ann Dozier
Southern Glazer’s Wine & 

Spirits, Inc.

VICE CHAIR

Darryl Maraj
GA Telesis, LLC

MEMBERSHIP CHAIR

Enna Zarate
DHL Express USA Inc

PROGRAMS CHAIR

Hernando Celada
ChenMed

ADVISORY BOARD

Larry Quinlan
Deloitte (fmr.)

ADVISORY BOARD

Kim Jacques
Vista Global

ADVISORY BOARD

Andy Schwalb
Virgin Voyages

ADVISORY BOARD

Novlet Mattis
Orlando Health

Kimberly Rometo
Miami Dolphins

Jeffrey Sturman
Memorial Healthcare 

System

Greg Sullivan
Carnival Corporation
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MIAMI-DADE COUNTY IS FUTURE READY!

Mayor Daniella Levine Cava
congratulates 

Margaret Brisbane 
Miami CIO Orbie Awards Finalist

for preparing us for the future through technology and innovation.

#FutureReady

South Florida Business Journal 

the Finalists, Winners and Honoree
of

2022 MiamiCIO ORBIE Awards

CONGRATULATES

www.bizjournals.com/southflorida

Baptist Health South Florida proudly congratulates Tony Ambrozie, Senior Vice 
President and Chief Digital & Information Officer, for his nomination as 2022 CIO  
of the Year in the Miami ORBIE Awards.
 
As Mr. Ambrozie leads our digital transformation in both the clinical and consumer 
arenas, he has shown unrelenting focus on enhancing the patient experience. His 
vision, insight and innovation are carrying us to new heights as we address  
tomorrow’s information and technology needs today. 

Leadership. Excellence. 
Innovation. 

BaptistHealth.net
A not-for-profit organization supported by philanthropy and committed to our faith-based charitable  

mission of medical excellence. For giving opportunities, visit BaptistHealth.net/Foundation

Tony Ambrozie
Senior Vice President 

and Chief Digital & Information Officer
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